FOURSQUARE

OBJECT OF THE GAME:
Don't let the ball stop in your square!

WHAT YOU'LL NEED:
- Sidewalk Chalk
- 1 Playground Ball
- 4 Game Players

INSTRUCTIONS:
Setup: Draw one large square with 4 smaller squares inside of it. Label them A-D.

Playing the Game: The person in square D serves the ball. Each player must hit the ball with their hand into another player's square after it has bounced one time in their own square. If the ball lands on a line, goes out of bounds, bounces more than once in a square, or a player catches/holds the ball, they are "out" and will move to square D. All other players will advance one alphabet letter and gameplay will resume.

Source: https://www.playworks.org/game-library/blank-slate-four-square/